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TETRA Train Radio 
for Metro Newcastle
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Metro trains in Newcastle upon Tyne / UK will run 
with Schnoor cab radios in the future. Schnoor 
Industrieelektronik was awarded to fit the fleet 
of 90 two-car electric multiple units and 3 battery 
powered shunting locomotives with state-of the 
art TETRA cab radios.

As part of an overall renewal program worth 385 
million GBP, which includes track, bridge and sta-
tion renewals, the Newcastle Metro will receive 
a complete TETRA radio system which replaces 
the current analog trunked radio system.

Dedicated solution for operation on different 
rail networks

The Metro network in Newcastle upon Tyne requires a 
special solution for its radio system. The electric multiple 
unit trains run in tunnels in the city center area as usual 
for a metro. Outside the city center dedicated tracks are 
used, which still have a few level crossings. This is due to 
the fact that some of them have formerly been ordinary 
railway tracks. South of Newcastle towards the city of 
Sunderland Metro trains share tracks of the British ope-
rator Network Rail. Consequently Metro trains have to 
either communicate with the control center of the me-
tro operator Nexus or the regional dispatcher for the 
Network Rail tracks, depending on location.

Challenging integration of a cab radio system  
into an older fleet of trains



In cooperation with the main contractor and supplier 
of the TETRA network Kapsch CarrierCom, Schnoor 
developed a solution meeting the operators needs: 
Calls from drivers will automatically be routed to the 
dispatcher in charge. Drivers therefore do not need to 
do anything with the cab radio when they change the 
rail network. Vice versa dispatchers regularly only re-
ach those trains, which are in their area of responsibility. 
Trains will always stay logged into the same TETRA net-
work, since the network rail sections used by the metro 
trains have also been fitted with TETRA base stations 
in addition to the GSM-R network existing there. The 
new driver control unit keeps arrangements of controls 
and operating procedures closely similar to the previous 
equipment so that driver familiarization is simple. 

Integration into existing environment  
including PTI interface

The 90 two-car class 994 electric multiple units in the 
Nexus fleet are now over 30 years old. They are being 
completely overhauled and modernized sequentially. 
And besides Migration from the MPT 1327 analog trun-
ked radio system to TETRA also the aged Public address 
(PA) system for passenger announcements has to be re-
placed.

As common in metros the radio has an interface to the 
amplifier of the PA system, so that besides automatic 
station announcements and driver messages to passen-
gers also the control room can directly provide voice 
messages to passengers. 
The new solution integrates the complete PA system 
into the cab radio. Besides control and amplifiers for the 
loudspeakers further modules are required to feed the 
through-train audio bus: When more than one two-car 
multiple unit are linked to form a longer train, announce-
ments must be made to passengers in all cars of the 
train. Audio bus lines of the multiple units are connected 
through the autocouplers. Integration of the complete 
PA system did not only save cost but also valuable space. 

Space constraints

Space was another challenge in the project. Different 
from most other rolling stock, the class 994 cars only 
have an extremely small drivers cab in a third of the train 
width. In addition there is only very limited space availa-
ble for electronic equipment. The new radio system not 
only managed to integrate the PA system, but also an 
interface to the onboard units of the PTI system had to 
be provided, since for a safe and efficient operation this 
is a must. 
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The new solution emulates the user interface 
of the previous system

Quick exchange of desk panels Housings adapted to available space
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Retrofitting over night

Another project requirement for quick migration re-
sulted from the fleet modernization: Since the complete 
train overhaul and modernization requires to remove 
trains from service for weeks the operator is short of 
rolling stock. A solution had to be provided which al-
lows migration from analog radio to TETRA including 
exchange of the PA system and interconnection with the 
PTI units within a single night, if possible. The pause of 
traffic during the night and the lower number of cars 
travelling in the evening allow migration at this time.
To meet this requirement, driver desk panels have been 
designed which allow a quick exchange. Radios and other 
equipment are installed in customized housings adapted 
to the available space on board.

Occasionally a customized solution has disadvantages in 
terms of cost and risks. Since a large scope of experience 
exists with the modules used in other metro projects, 
this was not a problem. Achieving an extremely high 
availability and qualification against the railroad norm EN 
50155 are  standard requirements for metro projects.
A customized solution for the TETRA train radios was 
created which represents the best possible solution for 
the train operator both from a technical and an econo-
mical point of view.
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Long term experience with system modules  
supports quick migration without risks 


